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Please indicate the source:

Outside, the moon was shining and the sky was dim.

In the study, Chu Zhengliang frowned and said to himself.

Those words seemed to be a prayer, but also seemed to be comforting oneself.

After a long time, Chu Zhengliang sighed again.

“The eventful autumn~”

————

————

When the Chu family sent a strong man to investigate the abnormal events that had recently occurred in
various countries, Mark had already returned to Fenghai.

In the manor of Nuo Da, there are pine and bamboo standing upright, and the fragrance of plum orchid.

In the manor, there is also a huge pond, with a thin layer of ice on the lake, like a mirror, reflecting the lake
and mountains.

On the shore of this lake, there is a young man with thin clothes, fishing in the lone river.

In the rustling wind, the bamboo and cypresses by the frozen lake are constantly swaying.

However, the young man in front of him was completely cold.

The wind and rain will not enter, and the ice will not invade.

When this young man was fishing, there was a respectful voice in the mobile phone beside him.

“Report to the Dragon Lord that the first phase of the Liaoyuan plan has ended.”

“My Dragon Temple has destroyed hundreds of affiliated powers and families of the Chu family in Asia,
Africa, Europe and other countries.”



“In terms of economy, it dealt a heavy blow to the Chu family!”

“This winter, the Chu family is afraid it will be difficult.”

“Moreover, what’s more gratifying is that the Chu family also sent a number of strong internal guards to
scatter around the world to investigate.”

“The Chu family made a stupid decision.”

“Dragon Lord, now can be regarded as the weakest time for the Chu Family. At this time, troops are
dispatched, and the great cause is determined!”

On the phone, Adam Han reported the recent results of the Dragon Temple.

Moreover, in the words, there is no lack of excitement and joy.

Before, Old Han was worried that the timing was not ripe.

However, as Mark’s combination of punches came down, he found more and more that everything was
developing in a direction that was beneficial to Mark.

Perhaps, with Mark leading the Dragon Temple, it is really possible to create an eternal miracle, stepping
down the world’s No. 1 martial arts giant.

However, in the face of what Elder Han said, Mark was very calm.

“Old Han, the Chu family is not as simple as you think.”

“If only a few of the Chu Family’s inner guards are missing, it can affect the success or failure of my plan.”

“Then I don’t need to plan for more than ten years.”

“The true power of the Chu Family is probably not known at all.”

Mark said in a deep voice.

Mark has always reported the biggest speculation about the energy of the Chu family.

In addition to the Chu family’s own heritage, Mark even made preparations to resist the entire Chu Clan.

Therefore, only a few Chu family internal guards were brought out now, and for Mark, it was impossible to
determine the success or failure of his plan.

“Okay, go ahead as planned.”

“Even if these trails can’t touch the foundation of the Chu family, they are enough to make the father and
son panic for a while.”

Mark said calmly.

For these early plans, Mark actually didn’t pay much attention to it.



After all, Mark knew that the Chu family relied on their martial arts.

Now that Mark suddenly cut off their financial sources, it could only cause a temporary panic within the
Chu family, and it was not enough to shake their foundation.

If you want to really make the Chu family surrender, Mark still needs to use the power that makes the Chu
family daunted.

In this world, only fists and strength can truly make people tremble and give in!

Soon, Old Han hung up the phone.

At this time, a tall and beautiful woman walked out of the room and put on Mark’s coat very intimately.

“Cousin Mark, it’s cold outside, so put on more clothes. Otherwise, if you let Sister Qiu know that you are
so thin, you will definitely be blamed.”

Denren Ye spoke softly, with a bit of shame in the words.

The main thing is that when she grows up, others care about her all the time and give her warmth. Now this
is the first time she cares about someone, and the other person is still of the opposite sex.

For Denren Ye, who is exactly Fanghua, it is naturally a bit embarrassing.

Chapter 2975

It is estimated that Denren Ye had never thought about it in her dreams, and one day she would take the
initiative to ask Mark’s warmth.

After all, Denren Ye, who has always been arrogant since childhood, has never really valued his cousin.

It wasn’t until Mark revealed his majesty that Denren Ye was truly impressed by the strength and excellence
of the young man in front of him.

However, unlike Denren Ye’s inner complexity, Mark was very calm.

He took the clothes from Denren Ye very plainly, and after faintly saying thank you, he continued fishing by
the pool.

In response to Mark’s reaction, Denren Ye’s pretty face was inexplicably lost.

For so long, Mark still has that attitude towards her, always carrying a sense of distance, without the
intimacy and friendship between brothers and sisters at all.

But who can blame this?

After all, she can only blame herself.

She was self-willed and arrogant when she was young, maybe she really hurt her cousin deeply.



Thinking of this, Denren Ye couldn’t help sighing in her heart, and a touch of regret was revealed between
her eyebrows.

Yes, when Mark was down, she never warmed him.

Now that Mark has become famous all over the world, and there are so many people who care about him
and show their kindness, what is she Denren Ye?

No charcoal was given in the snow, but icing on the cake.

Seems the same behavior, but the result is different in the end.

Sometimes Denren Ye would think too. If she hadn’t been so arrogant and defiant back then, if she had
treated her cousin a little better back then, perhaps Mark would have a different attitude towards her now.

Just like Mark was to the fat man, he was intimate and meticulous.

However, it is too late to think about this now.

Denren Ye shook her head, secretly suppressing these complicated thoughts, her expression returned to the
way she used to respect and respect Mark, and slowly said to Mark: “Instructor Chu, the ticket to Gritsberg
has been booked. “

“There is already a car waiting for you outside the manor. I don’t know when you plan to leave for
Edensberg International Airport?”

There are a total of three Yundao Tianjue formations.

The main battle is Wrilfill Grand Formation, and the other two divisions, one is Denham and the other is
Gritsberg.

Yes, in this hot summer, there are only three people Mark wants to protect the most.

One is Mark’s wife, Helen Qiu.

The second is Mark’s mother, Ye Ximei.

The third place is Xu Lei, a childhood sweetheart from a young age.

In fact, Mark knew about Xu Lei’s friendship for herself a long time ago.

But what can I do if I know?

If you miss it, you miss it.

If he hadn’t been expelled from the Chu family back then, if he hadn’t been separated from Xu Lei for ten
years.

Maybe Mark’s wife now is her.



But good luck always likes to make fun of others, and the changes in the past made them miss each other
after all.

Ten years later, when they met again, they had been young and had already become husbands.

To be honest, when Mark learned that Xu Lei was the little girl of the year, his heart also waved.

But it was too late. He had already married and established a business, leaving Xu Lei with it, which was
destined to be a lifelong regret.

However, although Mark can’t give Xu Lei the company of her life, she will also protect her joy and worry
in this life.

It wasn’t because of infatuation, or because of the lingering feelings, but because of her company during the
darkest period of the Chu family back then.

Mark is a person who values   affection, whether it is family, friendship, or love.

In short, he will never fail anyone who treats him well.

Helen Qiu is, Xu Lei is, even the fat guy who fought and skipped class together as a student.

Now, in the few days after returning to Denham, Mark has completed the formation of Denham. The entire
Ye Family Manor has been covered under the Denham Array.
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